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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Using the design method of Biomimicry, multiple phases of converging and diverging will be
executed in order to come up with a solution for the problem definition. The ecosystems which
have been put into an Nature Tech Summary (NTS) will pose as the main inspiration for the
idea's, and other organisms and parts of the ecosystem may also form inspiration. The first
diverging ideation will be done by the designer herself, followed by a converging session
together with the clients John Driessen, Wil Kovacs and Geert Rovers. The second Diverging
session will be done by integrating the feedback, and by discussing idea's with stakeholders of
the field. The idea's at this point will be based with the life principles and the requirements in
mind, following them as guides to the idea's. Which will then be used during the second
converging to flesh out the idea's to concepts. For the third diverging session an online Co-
Creation session is held with people from SWECO, Rotterdam, students and other stakeholders  
concerning the problem. The concepts from the second converging session would also be
discussed with experts, and during the third converging methods this feedback and the idea's
of the co-creation will be merged into two solid concepts. 

CONTEXT

‘In order to come to a solid problem definition, a research has been performed about the
context of the subsurface and the stakeholders. From this a multitude of problems occurred
that all seemed to be different depending on the stakeholder. Most of them could be brought
back to two things: communication and space scarcity. For example the damage done to other
cables and pipes would happen if the digging party wouldn't be aware of the cables and pipes
location. 

’ How to reorganize the underground cables and pipes of Rotterdam in a way that it can be
flexible in functions without taking up more space, and make maintenance itself easier and
safer (for the operational parties) and cause less nuisance (for the residents).’’

Problem definition

objective

The municipality of Rotterdam has been looking into using biomimicry to advance the cities
engineering problems. Together with SWECO and Saxion they are part of ‘’het Ondergrond LAB’’
set up by KOBO, which focusses on raising interest in the underground constructions among
students. The enthusiasm regarding biomimicry has been brewing and growing, but hasn’t been
set to action yet. Now they want to reach other municipalities and parties to share their new
perspective by making it concrete and showing them what is possible. This will be done by
looking at a problem that hits the wall using the traditional engineering troubleshooting: the
underground space scarcity, and specifically at cables and pipes.
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The design itself should focus on the two main problems: organizing and communication. The first
should be a technical solution which includes the current cables and pipes, and has room for further
development like the energy transition. The communication function of the design is more difficult
as the design has to convince the stakeholders to collaborate with others into a completely new
structure. 

The design should not transport, as that is the function of the cables and pipes, but it should protect
them from outside forces like temperature and physical force. Another problem that seems to
reoccur is heath and warmth distribution. High-voltage cables put underneath the ground release a
considerable amount of heath, so much that a specific type of soil is needed in order to prevent it
from spreading. This heat is specifically important with drinking water, as drinking water has to have
a maximum temperature of 25 degrees Celsius at a tapping point. 

Circularity and responsible design should be taken into consideration when selecting concepts and
materials. The design should work with nature instead of against it to increase its survivability and to
decrease its impact on climate change. 

DESIGN DOCUMENTATION 

The stakeholders of cables and pipes all have a different relation to the problem, and are
each active in a different stage, from regulations to execution. The largest directing role is
usually pointed toward the municipality. The division of tasks and responsibility makes it
difficult to have all of the stakeholders following the same direction. 
The subsurface doesn’t consist of only cables and pipes, but also of numerous other
stakeholders that want their own piece of space in in the underground. Often the governing
and policy making parties of the different sectors only share or exchange limited
information. (COB, & Boonsma, E., 2019). This causes regional differences in rules and
approaches. 
The stakeholders of cables and pipes consist of the Municipality of Rotterdam, System
operators, operational parties, workers and residents. The other stakeholders in the
subsurface are Green planning, Rijkswaterstaat, urban construction and infrastructure. The
ones involved into a specific area change depending on the project. But the four current
problems that seem to reoccur the most are: Excavation damage, Digging overload,
Calamities, Space scarcity.

Assumptions

Functions of the design
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DIVERGING 1

Brainstorm based on isites and abstracted design principles. 

Honeycomb structure

Moss in forest

Mycellium network

Detritus feeders
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DIVERGING 1

Brainstorm based on isites and abstracted design principles. 

DNA structure

Brazil cave spider and mites

New Zealand bats and bat flies
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DIVERGING 1

Brainstorm based on isites and abstracted design principles. 

Coprophagia organisms

Mycorrhiza

Burrows



ondergrond LAB teams meeting and feedback from Wil Kovacs, John Driessen and Geert
Roovers. 

Mycorrhiza
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CONVERGING 1

Burrows

Mycellium network

Honeycomb structure



Mycorrhiza

elaborating based on life principles and the functions of the two ecosystems
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DIVERGING 2

Burrows

Mycellium network

Honeycomb structure



elaborating based on life principles and the functions of the two ecosystems
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DIVERGING 2

Detritus feeders

Mycellium network

Moss in forest

treetops



elaborating based on life principles and the functions of the two ecosystems
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DIVERGING 2



conceptualizing idea's and altering them based on requirements
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CONVERGING 2

Utility ducts are currently technically
possible, but they are only put into a
single location.
easy accessible during maintenance
to prevent damage to the cables and
pipes: the honeycomb utility duct is
very accessible for maintenance, but
the mycellium tree system still needs
some alterations, the idea was that
operators could climb the structure
and walk in between the structure,
but it still needed to be able to open
easily to not need heavy equipment.  
''Modular and nested componets'' in
order to make the organic structure
feasible, it needed to have a certain
amount of standard components that
could be combined according to
wishes, whilst not losing its organic
shape. 
by integrating urban greenery into the
visible design of the mycellium
structure, it would blend into the
urban image, and even better it as
greenery is desirable for most parties.



conceptualizing idea's and altering them based on requirements
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CONVERGING 2



Bio brainstorm Co-creation session

For this co-creation session people from multiple field were
asked to participate. This includes engineers and  of sweco, students, and urban planners. 
Participant list:
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DIVERGING 3

1. Gijs Meijer (sweco)
2. Menno Jasperse (sweco)
3. Vita vollaers (sweco)
4. Jos Roosenstein (sweco)
5. Marjolijn voortman (Rotterdam)
6. Barend Van den Bosch (Deme group, project engineer)
7. Jo janssen (city management Rotterdam)
8. Hans Koeslag (sweco)
9. Renske ter horst (sweco)
10. Jelske Koopstra (intern Rotterdam circulair)
11. Koen Tijhuis (intern Rotterdam circulair)
12. Joost Martens  (adivsor subsurface Rotterdam)

 

The presentation:
The presentation itself was an introduction to the problem
and biomimicry as a design method. After the first explanation the participants
were invited to the mural whiteboard to share their thoughts on the topics and
trying out the mural program.
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After this the presentation continued by explaining the 2 ecosystems that will be the inspiration
during the session. Giving an overview of the mycelium and how it solves it’s function, and the
bat cave and how is communicated among different organisms. The participants were invited
again to share their first ideas while hearing these processes, and whether they already
recognized something from it. During this mural some questions were asked about the
ecosystems and biological terms as well. 
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To redirect the idea’s to the main  project, the problem definition was shared and the
participants were invited to share their thoughts on the formulation and their interpretation of
it. 



For the next slide, the biomimicry taxonomy, a short explanation of the biomimicry work
method was repeated. This included the explaining of translating a technical problem to a
biological function, the three functions that the subsurface holds for the cables and pipes was
than explained and the participants put into 3 groups. 

The groups A B and C than each had to move to their assigned mural canvas, and brainstorm
for 5 minutes, after which the timer rang and the groups moved on to the next canvas until
each group have had each of the canvas.  

The 3 biomimicry functions were: stay put, protect from physical harm and maintain community. 
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The idea’s resulting from these sometimes build on to one another and others had similar ideas.
For the next phase the participants had to pick 3 ideas and put them together, creating an idea
that would combine all of them by using the methods of the ecosystems that were explained. 
This was done for 15 minutes after which people had to explain their idea’s and prioritize them
based on feasibility and relevance, comparing it with current techniques that are available and such. 
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A lot of the ideas actually considered having an online platform where information and updates
could be exchanged. Which in some manner already exists, and makes it very feasible. If this
would be combined with self healing and self communicating cables and pipes, one would have
a very innovate system that could update in real time. Some of the idea’s also included involving
the stakeholders more with the responsibility in cables and pipes. Thinking about ‘’adopting’’ a
cables or showing the civilians what is going on underneath their feet with augmented reality.  

20
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using the 2 ideas as a base, the feedback received from experts, the requirements of the design
brief, and the new information of the co-creation session. The idea's will be converged into 2
idea's with multiple aspects from the other idea's combined. The feedback from the experts and
the requirements can be found further down this document. A seperate file of the mural will be
send together with this report.

CONVERGING 3

Creates habitat for organisms in
the city
Cultivates urban greenery
Combines functions of public
services that already use the
space. (street lights, security
camera's etc)
Involves the community with the
cables and pipes

the first concept is above ground
and tries to involve all stakeholders
with the cables and pipes by
making them visible

Digital and online network
Responsive cables and pipes
Outside of the utility duct
enables growth of micro
organisms
Modular parts with biomaterials
Waste materials are put outside
to enrich the soil
Community is involved by an
open access app

the second concept uses
underground utility ducts as a base

Above    Ground

Below    Ground
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D

F
F

V

F

F

Protect the cables and pipes from outside
physical forces, this includes but isn't limited
to tree roots, frost damage, third party
damage, earth shifting, bending, frost and
heat.
The drinking water should stay below 25
degrees Celsius at a tapping point
Other pipelines should stay below 40 degrees
Celsius. 
Cables should stay below 40 degrees Celsius.
No damage to the cables and pipes should be
caused during maintanance. 
Cables and pipes should be easily accessible
for maintenance. Meaning with minimal
opening of the ground, and minimal
disturbing of other cables and pipes.
Drinking water should have a security of
supply and quality. The distributing party has
a obligation to supply drinking water in the
area to those that request it. The latter also
applies to electricity and telecommunication

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

F

F

V

V

D

D

D

F

The cables and pipes should not disturb the
life of the surface.
Damage to other cables and pipes during
maintenance must be prevented.
The design should self organize and manage
the stakeholders. 
Stakeholders should engage in cooperative
relationships
The network operator needs to make sure
that the cables carry enough capacity to
provide their area of the needed electricity. 
Pipes and cables should be safe for humans,
environment and transported goods. 
Pipes and cables should be sustainable,
efficient and effective. 
Combine modular and nested components
The cables an pipes must be accessible to the
surface through access points related to the
function.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

V

D
D

F

F

F

V

V

D

D

Multiple functions are being combined
The system is able to grow and make place
for new stakeholders, while getting rid of old
ones. 
Repurposing materials
Self healing materials
Responsible use of water
Minimal disturbance of surface community
The design initiates cooperation and forces
communication
The placement of cables and pipes should be
coordinated and communicated with the
different parties.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

F

F

F

D

F

V

The design shouldn't endanger the
environment
The design should not be a safety hazard for
those installing the pipes and cables
The design should not but putting any toxic
chemicals into the water or ground.
Digging damage should be prevented as
much as possible by the digging party.
The groundwater level should be as little as
possible negatively influenced.
Outside physical influences should not cause
a leak in cables in pipes or restrain the
transport within them. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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REQUIREMENTS

Hard (musts) soft (wants)

nice-to-haves no-go's

D FVesirability iability easibility
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What is the project about
What is the approach to solve it
First results (the ecosystems)
Second results (first idea's)
Follow up research

During Rotterdam's event of ''maand van de ondergrond'' a lot of lectures and events were
planned. Het Ondergrond LAB decided to present its goals towards a selected group of
teachers and representatives of schools like saxion. Utrecht etc

list of attendees: Nanda Sweres, Wil Kovacs, Ronald Zandbergen, Geert Roovers, Joost
Martens, Martine Coevert, Jo Janssen, Marjolein Rours, Ric Wichers, Rik de Nooijer, Marije ten
Kate, Annemieke Fontein, Johannes Slagter, Erik Trouwborst, Marcel Nieuweboer, Henk
Groenendijk, Monique Groeneweg, Joep van Leeuwen, Rodriaan Spruit, Don Zandbergen, Kees
de Vette, Wim Noordhof , Liselotte Mesu, Bert de Doelder, Marcel Bruin, Wiebe Oosterhoff,
Hiddo Velsink, Jam Verhoeven, Ursula Backhausen, k.h van de Sandt, Arvid de Rijck, B.j. devries,
Dan Assendorp, Peter Groenhuijzen, P.G. Alders, Tim Grotenhuis, Nick Pruijn, Annemiek van der
Meijden, E.H. Boers-gerlings, E.N. van den Bos, F. de Vries, J. Lodema, J.W. Mol, M. de Bakker, M.
Unger, Sieger Broers, W.K. van Zijverden, Willy de Groot, W. Bharos, C. Piresgaspar, P van der
Donk, T. den Oudendammer, Gijsbert Schuur, J Rooiman, A van der Hout, P. Spitters, G van Os,
Gijsbert Schuur, E.J. Pasman, H.J. Zeeuwen, Jan van Dalen, Ignace van Campenhout, Thamar Tax,
Mayke Kuijpers, Margareth Zeeman, Max Voortman, Jelske Koopstra, Ismail Yildiz, Ton Rozema,
Marc Verheijen, Marlies Bliekendaal, Dick Wilschut, Tatjana Sirovina, Lennaert Zinkhaan, Floriaan
Alfrink, Caja Koppenaal, Elisabeth de Brito, Bart Hoogendoorn, Mathieu Lassus, Damaris
Verleun, Rosina de Cocq van Delwijnen-Reedijk, Koen Olmer, Bernadet Gorissen, Emma de Mart,
Frank van Wijngaarden, Thuy Do.

For my part I first had to introduce myself and what I was doing shortly, and Geert Roovers
asked me to explain biomimicry to the group. During my pitch in the second half I had prepared
a short presentation with five slides:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

After the pitch Geert Roovers asked me to give another explanation of how biomimicry is
brought to practice. Which I answered with the velcro example, And he was also interested in
hearing an example of an ecosystem that was used for Biomimicry. On this I told about termite
mounts being in inspiration to certain buildings, and how it's often used in architecture. 

Following the online session of the Ondergrond LAB biomimicry also got discussed a few times,
and my name was mentioned around 5-10 times discussing the possibilities of learning from
nature while building in the subsurface. 
One of the discussion points was whether it is possible for us to learn from nature in dealing
with the subsurface, which was answered by a lot of agreement and enthousiasm. 

MAAND VAN DE ONDERGROND,
PRESENTATION FOR THE ONDERGRONDLAB
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The teams presentation
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The presentation itself
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Mutual magnetism between cables
Heat being transferred between cables and pipes
High-voltage cables and their access heat
Water and warmth being exchanged
Cooling the land down with the temperature of the winter
The viaducts in india with ecosystems on them
‘’out of sight out of mind’’
Using Biocomposite to build responsible

Rotterdam challenge ‘’leren van de natuur’’
Metro viaduct pillars inspired by the strength of bones
Smart columns in Eindhoven
Look at the concept from a distance and determine what can be done better
Emma Koenig is a student currently looking into innovative organisation of networks
Hyperloop 

Both underground and above ground systems, nature is resilient because of diversity
Visibility online 
Specific multifunctional design
Communication system like the BIM to make a complete and growing model
Added value by nature, and recycling the construction
Make the system open source and easily accessible 
Use the life principles during the design process
During the Amsterdam Hackaton for the quay walls where 3 technical solution, and one
solution with nature have been put into practice
During this hackaton all the stakeholders were put together on a small piece to brainstorm
The cables and pipes could be outfitted with sensors
Alliander is the network for electricity
Search for local solutions
The subsurface building industry is a traditional one, to introduce new innovation one
should use traditional ways to introduce them. 

In the meeting with Paul Oudeboerrigter a few subjects came were discussed. He mentioned
that if there should be a single stakeholder that directs the subsurface up until 5 meter, that
that should be the municipality. And any direct leadership over deeper should be for the
provinces of that particular land. Discussion on a timely manner and strict rules are what would
be able to make it possible. Other subjects were:

A teams meeting with Joep van Leeuwen, Sjaak Kruidenier and Jeannette van der Does was
made to discuss biomimicry together with the intern Hamid Reza Tavakoli. Reza does his project
about biomimicry in metro viaducts, and they all thought it was interesting to combine the two
in mutual interest. The following things were mentioned:

The biomimicry expert Lydia Fraaije was available to give her feedback on the idea’s regarding
the biomimicry in cables and pipes. The following subjects were mentioned in the meeting:

TEAMS CONVERSATIONS WITH EXPERTS
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above the surface model
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PROTOTYPE 3D MODELS

Subsurface model



CONCLUSION

The surface design enlarges the space for biodiversity to grow, but also combines functions
like street light and security camera's.
The underground solution is an utility duct that can adapt to whatever function is needed in
the subsurface. and it also enhances the soil next to it.

The surface solution will take out the cables and pipes from the subsurface, and instead
takes up space in the air, sharing it with trees and other constructions
Clustering all the cables and pipes, the subsurface solution will organize cables and pipes
and will stop choking other stakeholders in the underground. 

The design above ground is accessible through hatches and without digging making it safer
and easier, causing less damage to other stakeholders
The design below ground doesn't require any digging afterwards either as it is possible to
walk through it like a small tunnel
For the residence the structure appears to be part of the public area, adding functions to it
like streetlamps, security camera's, benches and parking spots for bikes. 
The organic shape and integration of biodiversity will create a structure that looks pleasant
to the eye, in contrary to construction sites that currently appear with subsurface building. 

analysing these 2 concepts we can look back at the problem definition and see in what way the
design solves this problem.

’ How to reorganize the underground cables and pipes of Rotterdam in a way that it can be
flexible in functions without taking up more space, and make maintenance itself easier and
safer (for the operational parties) and cause less nuisance (for the residents).’’

Flexible in functions: 

organizing without more space:

maintenance easier, safer and less nuisance

than how is this all connected to biomimicry in the end? The structure and network of the
design above the ground is mainly inspired by the mycelium network in the forest, forming the
''wood wide web'' the same way we are using the cables and pipes for our needs. The altered
utility duct underneath the ground takes its inspiration more from the cave ecosystem where
multiple species live and benefit from each other, with minimal communication. By using signals
to communicate between stakeholders but also between residents, it will raise the awareness
of one another and promotes tolerance. 
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